This paper describes a framework for capturing geological structures in a 3D block model and improving its spatial fidelity, including the correction of stratigraphic boundaries, given new mesh surfaces. Using surfaces that represent geological boundaries, the objectives are to identify areas where refinement is needed, increase spatial resolution to minimise surface approximation error, reduce redundancy to increase the compactness of the model, and identify the geological domain on a block-by-block basis. These objectives are fulfilled by four system components which perform block-surface overlap detection, spatial structure decomposition, sub-blocks consolidation and block tagging, respectively. The main contributions are a coordinate-ascent merging algorithm and a flexible architecture for updating the spatial structure of a block model when given multiple surfaces, which emphasises the ability to selectively retain or modify previously assigned block labels. The techniques employed include block-surface intersection analysis based on the separable axis theorem and raytracing for establishing the location of blocks relative to surfaces. To demonstrate the robustness and applicability of the block merging technique to a wider class of problem, the core approach is extended to reduce fragmentation in a block model where surfaces are not directly involved. The results show the proposed method produces merged blocks with less extreme aspect ratios and is highly amenable to parallel processing. The overall framework is applicable to orebody modelling given mineralisation or stratigraphic boundaries, and 3D segmentation more generally, where there is a need to delineate spatial regions using mesh surfaces within a block model. Leung the entire input. The framework may be described in terms of four components: block surface overlap detection, block structure decomposition, sub-blocks consolidation and block tagging (domain identification) as shown in Fig . 2. Block surface overlap detection Block structure decomposition Sub-blocks consolidation Block tagging (domain identification) surfaces output block model labelling instructions input block model Figure 2: Components in the block model spatial restructuring framework 2.1 Block surface overlap detection
Introduction
In mining, 3D geological models are used in resource assessment to characterise the spatial distribution of minerals in ore deposits [1] . A block model description of the geochemical composition is often created by fusing various sources of information from drilling campaigns: these include assay analysis, geophysical logging and alignment of stratigraphic units from geologic maps during the exploration phase. Due to the sparseness of these samples, the inherent resolution of these preliminary models are typically low. As the exploitation phase commences, denser samples may be taken strategically to develop a deeper understanding about the geology of viable ore deposits. This knowledge can assist miners with planning and various decision making processes [2] , for instance, to prioritise areas of excavation, to develop a mining schedule [3] , to optimise the quality of an ore blend in a production plant. Of particular relevance to spatial modelling is that wireframe surfaces can be generated by geo-modelling software [4] [5] [6] , or via kriging [7] , probabilistic boundary estimation [8] and other inference techniques [9] to minimise the uncertainty of interpolation at locations where data were previously unavailable. For instance, triangle meshes may be created by applying the marching cubes algorithm [10] to Gaussian process implicit surfaces [11] . These boundary updates provide an opportunity to refine existing block models and remove discrepancies with respect to verified boundaries. The objective is to maximise the model's fidelity by increasing both accuracy and precision subject to some spatial resolution constraint. The desired outcomes are improved localisation, reduced quantisation errors and less fragmentation. In other words, the boundary blocks in the block model should accurately reflect the location of boundaries between geological domains; smaller blocks should be used to capture the curvature of regions near boundaries to minimise the surface approximation error; the model should provide a compact representation and have a low block count. Figure 1 : Essence of block model spatial restructuring given mesh surfaces Figure 1 provides a visual summary of the primary objective. A key feature of spatial restructuring is that blocks are divided as necessary to adapt the block model to the curvature of the given surfaces. This process, known as sub-blocking, is commonly performed in a top-down recursive manner which prioritizes splitting ahead of block consolidation. In some implementations, block consolidation is omitted altogether; this usually results in a highly fragmented and inefficient block representation. In this paper, surface-intersecting blocks are decomposed down to some minimum block size, then hierarchical block merging is performed in a bottom-up manner to consolidate the sub-blocks. In the ensuing sections, a framework for modifying the spatial structure of a block model using triangular mesh surfaces is first presented, the techniques underpinning each subsystem are described. Subsequently, we devote our attention to the block merging component, the algorithm is extended to support different forms of merging constraint. The proposed methods are applicable to orebody modelling given surfaces of mineralisation or stratigraphic boundariessee scenarios illustrated by [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] ; and general purpose 3D block-based modelling given other types of delineation.
Framework for Block Model Spatial Restructuring
This section develops a framework for altering the spatial structure of a block model to reconcile with the shape of the supplied surfaces as depicted in Fig. 1 . The input block model consists of non-overlapping blocks of varying sizes (with uniform 3D space partitioning being a special case) and the surfaces, typically produced by boundary modelling techniques, represent the interface between different geological domains. The triangular mesh surfaces, together with the initial block model and block tagging instructions (class labelling directives with respect to each surface) constitute Leung 
Detecting block surface intersection
The method we employed for determining if an axis-aligned rectangular prism intersects with a triangular patch from a surface is described by Akenine-Möller in [16] . This approach applies the Separating Axis Theorem (SAT) which states that two convex polyhedra, A and B, are disjoint if they can be separated along either an axis parallel to a normal of a face of either A or B, or along an orthogonal axis computed from the cross product of an edge from A with an edge from B. The technical details can be found in A.
In essence, block-surface intersection assessment consists of a series of "block versus triangle" comparisons where the triangles considered for each block are selected based on spatial proximity. The block-triangle overlap assessment operates on one basic principle: a "no intersection" decision is reached as soon as one of the tests returns FALSE. A block-triangle intersection is found only when all 13 tests return TRUE, when it failed to find any separation. These tests are used to identify the surface triangles (if any) that intersect with each parent block.
To maximise computation efficiency, each block is tested against a subset of triangles on each mesh surface rather than the entire mesh surface. A kD-tree is constructed based on the 3D bounding boxes of each triangle. The subset includes only triangles whose bounding box overlaps with the block; only these candidates can intersect with the block. This pruning step limits the number of comparisons and speeds up computation considerably. The indices harvested here can subsequently reduce the test effort in the block structure decomposition stage.
Block structure decomposition
The key premise is to decompose surface-intersecting blocks into smaller blocks to improve spatial localisation. The basic intuition is that the surface discretisation error decreases as spatial resolution increases. Precision increases when smaller blocks are used to approximate the surface curvature where the blocks meet the surface.
Block structure decomposition entails the following. For each block (b) that intersects with the surface, divide it volumetrically into multiple sub-blocks using the specified minimum block dimensions (∆ block x,min , ∆ block y,min , ∆ block z,min ). The main constraints are that sub-blocks cannot overlap and they must be completely contained by the parent block whose volume is the union of all associated sub-blocks. 1 Within each surface-intersecting parent block, we also identify all sub-blocks that intersect with a surface and which surface they intersect with. This is accomplished using the associative mapping [obtained during block-surface overlap detection] which limits the relevant surface triangles to a small subset for each surface-intersecting parent block. The relevant attributes captured in the output include a list of surface-intersecting parent blocks, and attributes for each sub-block: viz., its centroid, dimensions, parent block index, intersecting surface and position within the parent block.
Sub-blocks consolidation via coordinate-ascent
The consolidation component focuses on merging sub-blocks inside surface-intersecting parent blocks to reduce fragmentation. These high resolution sub-blocks may themselves intersect or not intersect with any surface. This is indicated in the BlockStructureDecomposition result which serves as input. This component returns the SubBlockConsolidation result which describes the consolidated block structure. This encompasses all parent blocks processed, including those which do not intersect with any surface, as well as sub-blocks or super-blocks that constitute the surface-intersecting parent blocks.
The proposed merging algorithm is inspired by coordinate-ascent optimisation and may be summarised as follows.
• The algorithm is inspired by "coordinate ascent" where the search proceeds along successive coordinate directions in each iteration. The goal is to grow each block (a rectangular prism) from a single cell and find the maximum extent of spatial expansion, k = (k x , k y , k z ), without infringing other blocks or cells that belong to a different class.
• For merging purpose, each parent block is partitioned uniformly down to the minimum block size. The smallest unit (with minimum block size) is referred as a cell. Block dimensions are expressed in terms of the number of cells that span in the x, y and z directions. Accordingly, if a block b with cell dimensions k = (k x , k y , k z ) is anchored at position c (b) ∈ R 3 , its bounding box would stretch from
for k x , k y , k z ∈ Z ≥ 1.
1 Although we typically require parent blocks (∆ block
to be divisible by the minimum block dimensions, the method works fine even if fractional blocks emerge during the division, i.e., the last block toward the end is smaller than the minimum size; the ratios in each dimension n block x , n block y , n block z / ∈ Z can be non-integers. This essentially means there is no fundamental limit on the minimum spatial resolution.
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• Merging states are managed using a binary occupancy map (boolean 3D array) with cell dimensions identical to the parent block. Given a block anchor position c (b) with k initialised to (1, 1, 1), expansion steps are considered in each direction δ ∈ Z 3 which must alternate through the sequence δ 0 = (1, 0, 0), δ 1 = (0, 1, 0) and δ 2 = (0, 0, 1).
• A step in the direction δ is feasible if all of the cells within the bounding box (c
In this case, the spatial extent is updated via k ← k + δ. Each iteration steps through δ 0 , δ 1 , δ 2 in turn. This continues until no expansion is possible in any direction, at which point the centroid and dimensions of the merged block are computed and the corresponding cells in the occupancy map are set to 0 (marked as inactive). • Sub-block merging terminates for a parent block when all cells in the occupancy map are set to 0.
• The volume of a consolidated block is effectively the outer product
k z each represents some integer multiple of the minimum block size, (∆ block x,min , ∆ block y,min , ∆ block z,min ), with respect to x, y and z.
• Different coordinate directions are used cyclically during the procedure. At all times, it must ensure the expansion does not include alien blocks in the encompassing cube, e.g., an L-shape block within a 2 × 2 × 1 cube is not allowed.
The algorithm is explained by way of an example in Fig. 3 .
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Initial state z 0 z 1 z 2 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · → x y ↓ Cycle 1:
Step 1: k = (1, 1, 1), δ = (1, 0, 0) · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Step 2: k = (2, 1, 1), δ = (0, 1, 0) · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Step 3: k = (2, 2, 1), δ = (0, 0, 1) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Cycle 2:
Step 1: k = (2, 2, 2), δ = (1, 0, 0) · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Step 2: k = (3, 2, 2), δ = (0, 1, 0) · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Step 3: k = (3, 2, 3), δ = (0, 0, 1) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Cycle 3:
Step 1: k = (3, 2, 3), δ = (1, 0, 0) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · z 0 z 1 z 2 To illustrate the algorithm, let us refer to blocks that belong to the class under consideration as the active cells. In the present context, this refers to either surface-intersecting subblocks, S intersect , or the non-intersecting sub-blocks, S non-intersect , inside a parent block. It follows that inactive cells refer to the complementary set to the active cells.
In Fig. 3 , suppose the active sub-blocks (cells) refer to S intersect . The initial state shows the decomposition of a parent block in terms of three x/y cross-sections. There are 5 × 3 × 3 sub-blocks (cells) within the parent block and 31 are considered "active". The white square cells all intersect with the same surface. It so happens the first cell encountered (with index (i Z · n Y + i Y ) · n X + i X = 0) is the first ac rithm considers expansion along each axi In cycle 1, an expansion step in the x-dire progressive expansion of the coalesced bl black square cells. In cycle 2, further gro is not possible due to impediment by on blocks (denoted by · ), however, the x an allow one step expansion. In cycle 3, ex the x direction, resulting in the formation block. At this point, a coalesced block is e growth in any direction is now possible.
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Iteration 2 Initial state
Step 1: k = (1, 1, 1), δ = (1, 0, 0) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Iteration 3 Initial state
Step 1: k = (1, 1, 1), δ = (1, 0, 0) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Once all the sub-blocks (cells) are surface-intersecting parent block, we ar blocks (coloured in different shades of r have cell dimensions 2 (k x , k y , k z ) of ( (2, 1, 2) and relative centroids of ( 4 10 , ( 6 10 , 5 6 , 4 6 ), respectively, with respect to the mum vertex and parent block dimensions Active coalesced blocks Inactiv z 0 z 1 z 2 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · z 0 · · · · · · · · surface-intersecting set surface B intersect Figure 5 : Sub-blocks consolidation (continued)surface-intersecting set S intersect and non-intersectin
• When multiple surfaces are cons function will next be applied to oth the same parent block) that intersec This seldom happens but it is possib close.
• Finally, the coalesce function is app blocks (within the same parent blo tersect with any surface. The resu (coloured in different shades of blue) 2 These represent multiplying factors relative to t 4 Figure 3 : Sub-blocks consolidation: illustration of the coordinate-ascent merging algorithm using occupancy map
To illustrate the algorithm, let us refer to blocks that belong to the class under consideration as the active cells. In the present context, this refers to either surface-intersecting sub-blocks, S intersect , or the non-intersecting sub-blocks, S non-intersect , inside a parent block. It follows that inactive cells refer to the complementary set to the active cells.
In Fig. 3 , suppose the active sub-blocks (cells) refer to S intersect . The initial state shows the decomposition of a parent block in terms of three x/y cross-sections. There are 5 × 3 × 3 sub-blocks (cells) within the parent block and 31 are considered "active". The white square cells all intersect with the same surface. It so happens the first cell encountered (with index (i Z · n Y + i Y ) · n X + i X = 0) is the first active block. The algorithm considers expansion along each axis (x, y and z) in turn. In cycle 1, an expansion step in the x-direction is possible. The progressive expansion of the coalesced block is represented by black square cells. In cycle 2, further growth in the y-direction is not possible due to impediment by one or more "inactive" blocks (denoted by · ), however, the x and z dimensions each allow one step expansion. In cycle 3, expansion continues in the x direction, resulting in the formation of a 4 × 2 × 3 super-block. At this point, a coalesced block is extracted as no further growth in any direction is now possible.
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Step 2: k = (2, 1, 1), δ = (0, 1, 0) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · , δ = (0, 0, 1)
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Iteration 2 Initial state Final state
Step 1: k = (1, 1, 1), δ = (1, 0, 0) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · k = (1, 1, 3)
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Iteration 3 Initial state Final state Step 1: k = (1, 1, 1), δ = (1, 0, 0) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · k = (2, 1, 2) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Once all the sub-blocks (cells) are coalesced within the surface-intersecting parent block, we are left with 3 merged blocks (coloured in different shades of red in Fig. 5 ). These have cell dimensions 2 (k x , k y , k z ) of (4, 2, 3), (1, 1, 3) and (2, 1, 2) and relative centroids of ( 4 10 , 2 6 , 3 6 ), ( 9 10 , 1 6 , 3 6 ) and ( 6 10 , 5 6 , 4 6 ), respectively, with respect to the parent block's minimum vertex and parent block dimensions.
Active coalesced blocks
Inactive coalesced blocks z 0 z 1 z 2 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · z 0 z 1 z 2 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · surface-intersecting set surface non-intersecting set B intersect B non-intersect Figure 5 : Sub-blocks consolidation (continued) -consolidated blocks in the surface-intersecting set S intersect and non-intersecting set S non-intersect
• When multiple surfaces are considered, the coalesce function will next be applied to other sub-blocks (within the same parent block) that intersect with other surfaces. This seldom happens but it is possible if the surfaces are close.
• Finally, the coalesce function is applied to inactive subblocks (within the same parent block) which do not intersect with any surface. The result for inactive blocks (coloured in different shades of blue) are shown in Fig Once all the sub-blocks (cells) are coalesced within the surface-intersecting parent block, we are left with 3 merged blocks (coloured in different shades of red in Fig. 5 ). These have cell dimensions 2 (k x , k y , k z ) of (4, 2, 3), (1, 1, 3) and (2, 1, 2) and relative centroids of ( 4 10 , 2 6 , 3 6 ), ( 9 10 , 1 6 , 3 6 ) and ( 6 10 , 5 6 , 4 6 ), respectively, with respect to the parent block's minimum vertex and parent block dimensions. f a consolidated block is effectively the outer ) ⊗ [0, k y ) ⊗ [0, k z ) where k x , k y , k z each repinteger multiple of the minimum block size, ∆ block z,min ), with respect to x, y and z. dinate directions are used cyclically during . At all times, it must ensure the expansion de alien blocks in the encompassing cube, e block within a 2×2×1 cube is not allowed. plained by way of an example in Fig. 3 .
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Iteration 2 Initial state Final state
Active coalesced blocks
• Finally, the coalesce function is applied to inactive subblocks (within the same parent block) which do not intersect with any surface. The result for inactive blocks (coloured in different shades of blue) are shown in Fig • When multiple surfaces are considered, the coalesce function will next be applied to other sub-blocks (within the same parent block) that intersect with other surfaces. This seldom happens but it is possible if the surfaces are close.
• Finally, the coalesce function is applied to inactive sub-blocks (within the same parent block) which do not intersect with any surface. The result for inactive blocks (coloured in different shades of blue) are shown in Fig. 5 .
To summarise, coalescing is applied only to surface-intersecting parent blocks which are subject to decomposition. The sub-blocks contained within may intersect with one or more surfaces, or not intersect with any surface at all. After consolidation, the output contains both the original and merged blocks. Based on the sub-block and surface intersection status, the consolidated blocks may be arranged into two separate sets, B intersect and B non-intersect , as shown in Fig. 5 . Surface intersecting merged blocks (within surface-intersecting parent blocks) are placed in B intersect . Non surface-intersecting merged blocks (within surface-intersecting parent blocks) are placed in B non-intersect . Non surface-intersecting parent blocks are also appended to this. The coordinate ascent algorithm provides a method for merging cells (sub-blocks of minimum size) within the confines of a parent block. Coalesced sub-blocks must share the same label and form a rectangular prism.
Practicalities
Since the cell division lines are identical for all parent blocks of the same size, to avoid having to compute the sub-block centroids and dimensions repeatedly, the cell dimensions and local coordinates of each sub-block's centroid (relative to the parent block's minimum vertex) are stored in a look-up table and indexed by parent block dimensions to speed up computation.
Block tagging: domain identification using surfaces
The primary objective is to label whether a block is located above or below a surface. A picture of this is shown in Fig. 6 . More generally, the surface is not always horizontal, so it makes more sense referring to the space on one side of the surface as positive, the other as negative, however this is defined. positive side negative side block above block below Figure 6 : Concepts relating to surfaces: surface normal (cross product) and block projected distance (inner product) associated with a triangular patch
The main points to appreciate in Fig. 6 are that • Each triangular patch of the surface has a normal vector associated with it. For example, the normal n t k associated with triangle t k points in the upward direction. This normal is computed by taking the cross product between two of its edges, for instance,
. This arrow would point in the opposite direction (rotate by 180 o ) if the edge traversal direction is reversed; for instance, by swapping two vertices v k,1 and v k,2 in the triangle. • To determine "which side of the surface" a block is on, it suffices to consider the triangular patch located closest to the block. After establishing the positive side as the space 'above' the surface, one can say block b 1 is located above the surface and has a positive sign (σ b1 = +1) because the inner product
Here, c t k and c b1 represent the centroid of triangle t k and block b 1 respectively. Conversely, block b 0 is below the surface and has a negative sign (σ b0 = −1) because the inner product (c tj − c b0 ) · n tj is positive. This 'projection onto normal' approach provides the first method for block tagging.
Discussion
For this method to work, the edges for each triangle in the mesh surface must be ordered consistently (e.g., in the anti-clockwise direction) and any ambiguity in regard to surface orientation must be resolved to ensure the assigned labels ultimately conform to user's expectation -e.g., the positive direction points upward with respect to an open surface (or outward in the case of a closed surface).
Labelling scheme: extension to multiple surfaces
This tagging logic may be extended to multiple surfaces. Fig. 7 depicts a multi-surface scenario and illustrates how abstract labels are assigned to multiple layers according to the truth table. Proceeding from left to right, blocks from seven distinct locations relative to the surfaces are shown. The mean surface orientation shows the direction obtained by averaging over all triangular patch normals. This arrow can point up or down provided the ordering of triangle vertices is consistent. Consistency can be enforced by ensuring triangle edges are traversed only in the anti-clockwise (or clockwise) direction.
The positive direction is a user-defined concept. By default, it points in the upward direction (+z axis). For a vertical surface (e.g., a geological feature such as a dyke) that runs across multiple layers, the positive direction may be defined as left (or right). Surface polarity indicates if there is agreement between the mean surface orientation (a property conferred by the mesh) and the positive direction (intention of the user). If they oppose, as is the case for the bottom surface in Fig. 7 , the polarity is set to negative. The significance is that the interpretation of the projected distance between a block and relevant triangle, and subsequently what sign we assign to the block, depend on the surface polarity.
Focusing now on the shaded portion of Fig. 7 , comparison of block B 4 with surface 1 yields (c ts 1 ,j − c B4 ) · n s1,tj > 0, hence its sign σ B4,s1 is negative (it is below the s 1 surface). However, comparison with surface 2 yields a positive sign σ B4,s2 (it is above the s 2 surface) even though the projected distance (c t s 2 ,k − c B4 ) · n s2,t k > 0; this is correct since s 2 has negative surface polarity which negates the logic.
Abstract labels are assigned to merged blocks to distinguish between boundaries and embedded layers. By convention, layers are given odd-integer labels whereas boundaries (the interface between layers) are given even-integer labels. For the interleaved layers, given its sign σ b,sn and affiliated surface s n , 3 the abstract label is given by λ(s n , σ b,sn ) = 2 × (n + 1) − σ b,sn for n ≥ 0, where σ b,sn ∈ {−1, 0, +1} represent {below, across, above} the surface, respectively.
Tagging instructions
With block tagging, there is tremendous scope for creativity. The scheme described below provides a flexible framework for domain specification given arbitrary surfaces. The diagram shown in Fig. 8 is similar to Fig. 7 for the most part. What is different is the emphasis on surface tagging instructions. Observe that there are three sets of tagging instructions: one for each surface. Each instruction specifies (1) a positive direction for each surface; (2) nominal labels for blocks located above, across and below each surface; (3) an override field (see "forced?") which communicates an intent to either preserve the surface intersecting blocks (by assigning a label different to any other layers) or resolve whether these blocks are strictly above or below the surface, i.e., force a binary decision.
A trivalent logic is built into the nominal labels specified in item 2. In Fig. 8 , this is denoted by λ. User-specified values are assigned to blocks when λ > 0. In addition, there are two special cases worth mentioning. First, an input value of λ = 0 instructs the program to use abstract labels instead of specific domain values (see "zero" column in Fig. 8 ). Second, a negative input value λ < 0 instructs the program to leave current labels intact. This retains any prior label which has been assigned to that block (see "negative" column in Fig. 8 ). This 'retain existing labels' mode allows the spatial structure of a block model to be updated without invalidating previous domain assignments. For instance, a surface s 0 may be used as an upper bound. If λ (above) s0 = −1, then all blocks located above this surface will not have their labels modified. Similarly, s 1 may be used as a lower bound. If λ (below) s1 = −1, then all blocks located below this surface will not have their labels modified.
Retaining existing domain labels
As a motivating example, suppose we rotate the picture in Fig. 8 counter-clockwise by 45 degrees. Further, suppose the entire block model is currently labelled as domain A. Then, the space between the two tilted surfaces (below s 0 and above s 1 ) can be used to model a dolerite channel that runs diagonally across the layers. By using the following 
Tagging instruction
Block location 
Visualisation
This section illustrates some of the results produced by the proposed framework. Fig. 9 (a) shows a regular block structure which covers the region x ∈ [1000, 1250], y ∈ [750, 925], z ∈ [590, 670] with parent blocks measuring 25 × 25 × 5m. Three horizontal surfaces are also given as input, these are shown in Fig. 9(b) . Surface-intersecting parent blocks identified in (c) are subject to block decomposition. Using block-triangle overlap detection, the surface-intersecting sub-blocks, each measuring 5 × 5 × 1m, are identified in Fig. 9(d) . To reduce fragmentation, the decomposed sub-blocks in the surface-intersecting and non-intersecting sets are consolidated in Fig. 9 (e)-(f). For the surface-intersecting set, the block-count decreases from 8497 to 2102 after sub-blocks are coalesced.
In regard to the forced option for block tagging, the differences between preserving the boundary and classifying the blocks at the interface as strictly above / below a surface are demonstrated in Fig. 10 (g)-(h). For clarity, Fig. 10 (i) shows only blocks labelled as A and C (belonging to two domains of interest) in isolation. Clearly, they conform to the shape of the relevant surfaces. In Fig. 10(j) , only blocks that intersect with the top surface (labelled 2) have been extracted.
Iterative refinement: an application to tilted surfaces
The running example has thus far taken only a regular block structure as input. In this section, we demonstrate that the framework can also modify the spatial structure of a model with irregular (non-uniform) block dimensions. Of particular interest is that tilted surfaces are used to model a hypothetical dyke channel running through bedded layers. This highlights two significant features: (a) ability to iteratively improve the spatial structure of an existing block model whilst preserving the labels for horizontal strata which have been previously assigned; (b) ability to work with oblique surfaces and produce correct result when the surface orientation is ambiguous (positive may not point upward), thus user has to specify precisely what is meant by the positive direction in relation to the supplied tagging instructions. An example of this is shown in Fig. 11 . Fig. 12 shows the recut block model follows the curvature of the tilted surfaces. In (k), blocks within the dyke are removed for clarity. Pre-existing labels (outside the dyke) remain intact. The spatial structure is only modified around 
Discussion
Critical reflection and user feedback are both essential to designing robust and flexible systems [17] . Guided by the principle of reflective and iterative design [18] , there was an early and continued focus in our approach on real usage scenarios [19] , as well as successive evaluation, modification and scenario-based testing. In this section, we describe two improvements made to eliminate flaws identified through this process which made the system more robust. In regard to block tagging and 'which-side-of-the-surface' determination, the 'projection-onto-normal' method described in Section 2.4 works well when the surface is smooth and triangle mesh is dense and uniform. Potential issues arise when the surface exhibits local jitters and the triangles are sparse. For instance, the mesh resolution is low relative to the parent block size when triangle patches stretch over distances of up to one kilometer in certain areas. As an illustration, Fig. 13 shows a block associated with triangle t j (the nearest patch based on block-triangle centroid-to-centroid distance). This association yields the wrong result, a negative sign with respect to the normal n tj is obtained (according to the plane partitioning test) even though it lies above the surface. We observe the projection of the block lies outside the support interval of the referenced triangle t j and the same comparison with t k which is further away would produce the right result (a positive sign). This problem can be remedied by upsampling the mesh surface to increase its density. Fig. 14 shows an example where triangles are recursively split along the longest edge until the maximum patch area and length of all edges fall below the thresholds of 1250m 2 and 100m. A better solution, however, is ray-tracing. This recommended approach is described in B. The key advantage is that ray tracing is not susceptible to variation in surface mesh density (the sign inversion problem), furthermore, it does not require dense surfaces or consistent (e.g. clockwise) ordering of triangle vertices.
Before: non-uniform density After: high density mesh Figure 14 : Increasing mesh density of a real surface by splitting the longest edge of suprathreshold triangles recursively
Issue 2: Boundary localisation accuracy
The block consolidation component, as it currently stands, considers the sub-blocks that belong to the surfaceintersecting set (B intersect ) and non surface-intersecting set (B non-intersect ) independently. As Fig. 5 has shown, the sub-blocks (cells) within each respective set are merged separately to form larger rectangular prisms within the confines of the parent blocks. While this split is useful for extracting surface-intersecting sub-blocks, it has two drawbacks. In terms of boundary localisation accuracy, Fig. 15(a) shows that surface-intersecting sub-blocks -with centroids located on different sides of the surface -are merged together irrespective of whether it is predominantly above or below the surface. In terms of compaction, merging potential is limited because adjacent cells from B intersect and B non-intersect cannot be coalesced even if they lie on the same side of the surface. To reinforce the first point, the two cells marked with "?" in Fig. 15 (a) ought to be labelled as above the surface.
However, under the current regime, they are considered jointly with the three cells immediately to the right that also intersect with the surface, thus they are treated collectively as a 1-by-5 merged block. Since the centroid (black dot) lies marginally below the surface, the merged block will also be labelled as such. This distorts the boundary as it introduces a vertical bias of around ∆ (block) y,min /2 to the two left-most cells. To accurately localise the boundary and achieve the result shown in Fig. 15(b) , ray tracing is used to determine the location of cells with respect to each relevant surface that intersects the parent block. Given S surfaces, the {0=above (or no intersection), 1=below} decisions naturally produce up to 2 S categories (or states) which would be treated separately during sub-blocks consolidation in lieu of B intersect and B non-intersect . In practice, however, we suggest encoding the location with respect to each surface s using 3 bits b 3s+2 b 3s+1 b 3s , where the mutually exclusive bits are set to Figure 15 : Treating surface-intersecting and non-intersecting sub-blocks, B intersect and B non-intersect , independently during block consolidation may reduce boundary localisation accuracy and limit merging potential. In the latest proposed scheme (Section 5.2), sub-blocks are classified by their location relative to the surface before sub-blocks consolidation.
1 to denote the outcomes of above, below and untested, respectively. The rationale is that when b 3s = 0, domain identification needs not be attempted during block tagging with respect to surface s, since the decision has already been made here prior to sub-blocks consolidation (either b 3s+2 = 1 or b 3s+1 = 1) and this information is passed on. In fact, applying ray-casting at the cellular-level (highest resolution) yields more accurate results near the surface than applying to merged blocks, especially for undulating surfaces with high local curvature.
To summarise, administering ray-casting before sub-blocks consolidation helps divide cells along surface boundaries; this increases boundary localisation accuracy and ensures merging is performed within the right domains with maximum potential. Table 1 provides a comparison of the techniques discussed.
Raymond Leung / Ore Geology Reviews 00 (2019) 1- 13 9 to each relevant surface that interen S surfaces, the {0=above (or no cisions naturally produce up to 2 S would be treated separately during lieu of B intersect and B non-intersect . In est encoding the location with reing 3 bits b 3s+2 b 3s+1 b 3s , where the set to 1 to denote the outcomes of , respectively. The rationale is that ntification needs not be attempted respect to surface s, since the dede here prior to sub-blocks consolr b 3s+1 = 1) and this information ing ray-casting at the cellular-level more accurate results near the sured blocks, especially for undulating vature. ering ray-casting before sub-blocks cells along surface boundaries; this tion accuracy and ensures merging ht domains with maximum potenparison of the techniques discussed. del spatial restructuring results obsite. [20] . Although ore-genesis theories vary depending on the minerals or commodity, the ability to model formations and features such as igneous intrusions in ore deposits is of general interest in areas not limited to mining, but also in further understanding the structural geology of mineral deposits. Using open and closed surfaces to represent structures of varying complexity -this may encompass volumes with exceptional geochemical or geophysical attributes -it is possible to extract waste pockets with high concentration of trace elements, or regions with magnetic / gravity anomaly [21] . Equally, if Leung the surfaces represent the boundary of aquifers separated by clay and lignite seams [22] , the process may serve as a basis for creating a structural hydrogeological model to study hydraulic and transport conditions in environmental risk assessment. The techniques developed for shaping a 3D block model can be used potentially in a variety of contexts, including surface buffer analysis (in GIS and structural modelling) for triangle mesh 3D boundary representation of localised objects [23] . 
Block merging to reduce fragmentation
The proposed block merging algorithm can also be used to consolidate a fragmented block model that exists with or without reference to any mesh surface. Fragmentation is used in this context to mean a highly redundant block model representation where blocks near the boundary are over-segmented or divided in an excessive manner to follow the curvature of a surface without regard for the compactness (total block count) of the model. As an illustration, Fig. 17(b) shows a highly fragmented block model for the Stanford Bunny created by block decomposition without consolidation.
In an effort to closely approximate the surface, numerous blocks at the minimum block size were produced near the surface. Fig. 17(c) shows a clear reduction in block density as blocks are appropriately merged. This results in a more compact block representation (3D segmentation) of the object.
The block merging algorithms are formally described in the Supplementary Material wherein a number of technical issues are discussed in depth. At its core, a noteworthy feature is that 'feasibility of cell expansion' is determined using a multi-valued (rather than boolean) 3D occupancy map, where the values correspond to the identity of the cells or sub-blocks. The spatial constraints governing cell expansion are somewhat different, in particular, the lateral dimensions orthogonal to the axis of expansion have to match for all the blocks involved in a merge. These, along with other relevant considerations and implementation details, are described in D.4-D.6. Figure 17 : Block merging applied to Stanford Bunny to reduce block fragmentation. Zoom in to see individual blocks.
Merging conventions and optimisation objectives
The block merging algorithms also recognise that merging can be performed under different conventions. For example, in Algorithm 2, the procedure preserves the input block boundaries, it does not introduce new partitions (sub-divisions) that are not already present in a parent block. This merging convention is referred as persistent block memory. It has the property that each input block is mapped uniquely to a single block in the merged model. In contrast, Algorithm 1 implicitly erases the sub-block boundaries before block consolidation begins. This merging convention is referred as dissolve sub-block boundaries, it generally achieves higher compaction because it makes no distinction between input blocks from the same class and parent. It is able to grow blocks more freely and produce fewer merged blocks since the size compatibility constraints between individual blocks no longer apply when they share the same label and the cell walls are melted away. This can be useful for healing a fractured block model, for instance, over a region where a false geological boundary was given in a previous surface update. Under the "dissolve sub-block boundary" convention, coordinate-ascent can start from a clean slate and merge sub-blocks in a fragmented area back to the fullest extent in cases where individual sub-block dimensions or internal boundary alignments are otherwise incompatible. It is not bound by the consequences of prior model restructuring decisions. These differences are shown in D.7.
The final block merging strategy (see Algorithm 3 in E) can optimise results with respect to different objectives. For instance, it can minimise the block count or avoid extremely elongated blocks by optimising for the block aspect ratio. These issues are further discussed in D.9 and D.10.
Pseudocode
The block merging algorithms are formally described in E which constitutes part of the Supplementary Material.
Experiment Results
The proposed block merge strategy (Algorithm 3) was implemented in C++ and evaluated using a real model developed for a Pilbara iron ore mine in Western Australia. The model contains 697,097 input blocks of varying sizes 4 spanning 1342 parent blocks with dimensions (200, 200, 20) .
The metrics of interest are the block aspect ratio, merged block count and execution times with multi-threading. The AspectRatio(m) obtained using method m is defined by f π * ({∆ (b,π * ) } b∈S p,λ ) in (8) . For comparison, a python implementation that uses a greedy merging strategy based on block edges connectivity is chosen to establish a baseline. Fig. 18 illustrates the block merging performance of Algorithm 2 vs the baseline with emphasis on block aspect ratios. In this plot, the volume-weighted aspect ratio is computed for each parent block and sorted in ascending order. Large aspect ratios correspond to long narrow blocks whereas small aspect ratios indicate more balanced (less extreme) block dimensions. In this plot, the lower the curve, the better the performance. The main observation is the the proposed block merge strategy is superior to the baseline. Even when the coordinate-ascent procedure follows only the standard scan pattern, it produces higher quality merged blocks (dotted line is below the dash line). The performance margin increases significantly when multiple scans are deployed in Algorithm 3 to minimise the aspect ratio explicitly (note: solid line is consistently below the dash line). Fig. 19 provides an alternative view of the same result from a spatial perspective. A birds eye view and two crosssections from the proposed method are shown. Blocks are coloured to highlight differences in aspect ratio between the baseline and proposed method. The darker the red, the more superior is the proposed method. Conversely, blue blocks show the proposed method is inferior. The dominance of the red blocks show the proposed block merge method is able to consistently produce blocks with less extreme aspect ratios across the site. A magnified view for two regions of interest are shown in Fig. 20 .
Statistical perspective

Local perspective
To verify these results, we compare the baseline and proposed method for parent blocks with a high contrast in log AspectRatio(baseline) AspectRatio(proposed) . Fig. 21 shows the sub-block structure within a parent block of interest, it shows from left to right: the input blocks, and merge results from the baseline and proposed methods. The key observation is the presence of thin narrow blocks in the baseline result; these disappeared under the proposed method. Algorithm 3 discovers block merging opportunities missed by the baseline method. It is able to minimise the block aspect ratio by conducting multiple scans during coordinate-ascent. Fig. 22 shows a second example. In the top panel, blocks are coloured by block volume such that bigger blocks are coloured in warm colours (yellow, for instance). This shows the proposed method is more effective at consolidating smaller blocks into larger blocks. The bottom panel shows the merge result for the same parent block from a different vantage point. Here, blocks are coloured by domain labels. This illustrates an interesting case where there is a limit to how much merging can be achieved because input blocks from different classes are processed independently even when they share the same parent. Table 2 reports the number of output blocks produced by the baseline and proposed methods. The block count column shows the proposed method is more efficient at coalescing blocks than the baseline method, as the block count under "persistent block memory" is lower. The block count reported for the proposed method under "dissolve sub-block boundaries" is lower still, this is consistent with our expectation and the reasoning given in Section D.7 based on constraint relaxation. Table 3 reports the processing time for block merge and demonstrates the scalable nature of the proposed algorithm. 5 Merging under the "dissolve sub-block boundaries" convention given 697,097 blocks (of varying sizes) from the input model, is equivalent to merging 29,154,116 blocks (with single cell dimensions) directly under the "persistent block memory" convention. The problem size of "dissolved" ‡ grows by a factor of 41.8, however, the computation time increased sub-linearly by a factor of only 9.5, this is partly due to the removal of sub-block alignment / compatibility constraints when internal sub-block boundaries are dissolved. Of course, the run time still increases relative to "persistent", ultimately this may be viewed as a trade-off between speed and compaction when 
Block compaction
Execution times
Conclusions
This paper described a framework for updating the spatial structure of a 3D geology block model given mesh surfaces.
The system consists of four components which perform block-surface overlap detection, spatial structure decomposition, sub-blocks consolidation and block tagging, respectively. These processes are responsible for identifying areas where refinement is needed, increasing spatial resolution to minimise surface approximation error, reducing redundancy to increase the compactness of the model and establishing the domain of each block with respect to geological boundaries. A flexible architecture was presented which allows a model to be updated simultaneously, or iteratively, by multiple surfaces, to selectively retain or modify existing block domain labels. Robustness and accuracy of the system were considered during the design; one notable feature was using ray-tracing to establish the location of sub-blocks relative to surfaces, particularly those near boundaries, prior to block consolidation to minimise boundary distortion. Other techniques employed include block-surface intersection analysis based on the separable axis theorem.
The main contribution was a coordinate-ascent merging algorithm which is used during block consolidation in the proposed framework. This technique was extended to solve a related problem, viz., using block merging to reduce fragmentation in an existing block model where surfaces are not involved. Issues relating to scan pattern, merging conventions were discussed, differences between 'persistent block memory' and 'dissolve sub-block boundaries' were explained in terms of internal dimensions compatibility and sub-block alignment constraints imposed on the expansion feasibility test. Performance was evaluated with respect to block aspect ratio, output block count and processing time using a multi-threaded implementation. The results demonstrated the quality and scalability of the proposed technique. Algorithm 3 produced merged blocks with less extreme aspect ratios and the approach is well suited to parallel processing. The techniques described may apply to areas outside of geoscience (see Fig. 17 ) where 3D body localisation, also known as 3D region segmentation, is required inside a block model given some mesh surfaces.
Appendices
The appendices are contained in the supplementary material enclosed at the very end.
• (A) Method for block triangle overlap detection [16] • (B) Side-of-surface determination via ray tracing [24] [25]
• (C) Demonstration on the Stanford Bunny; data courtesy of [26] , [27] • (D) Pseudocode This section elaborates on the computational aspects. In part A, a method is described for finding blocks in the model that intersect with triangular patches on a given surface. This is used to identify areas where model refinement is needed to accurately reflect the location of boundaries and more closely approximate the curvature of said surfaces. In part B, the concept of ray-tracing is described, this is used to establish the location of blocks relative to the surface(s) in the block tagging system component. Part D deals with the technical aspects of block merging and discusses various considerations fundamental to its design. This in-depth discussion explains the differences between two block merging conventions, the constraints, the block merging optimisation objective, and how different scanning sequences are implemented in practice. It should be noted that the overall block merging technique can be applied to areas outside of geoscience as shown in part C, to reduce redundancy / fragmentation in a parent-grid aligned block model, and in instances where 3D segmentation is desired given some triangle mesh surface for an object. Finally, part E provides the pseudocode for the coordinate-ascent inspired block merging algorithms.
A Akenine-Möller method for block triangle overlap detection
Assessment for "block-triangle" intersection involves at most 13 tests:
• 3 along the x, y, z axes, the orthonormal bases are denoted e 0 = (0, 0, 1), e 1 = (0, 1, 0), e 2 = (0, 0, 1) • 9 for cross-products between edges of A and B, viz., cross(e i , f j ) for i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2} • 1 for the normal of the triangle based on cross
where v min and v max represent the minimum and maximum coordinates of the translated vertices, v i = v i − b k , after the block centroid is subtracted from the triangle vertices. The SAT test for cross(e i , f j ) exploits the properties of axis-aligned blocks. Its efficiency derives from terms cancellation in the cross-product expansion when the geometry of interest is limited to axis-aligned prisms and triangles. This uses only simple algebra; the relevant formulas may be found in [16] .
The last SAT test for plane-block overlap requires p min = dot(n, δ min ) + d and p max = dot(n, δ max ) + d to be computed, wheren = n/ n is the unit length plane normal, n = (a, b, c), d is the plane distance from origin, assuming the plane passing through the triangle is described by the equation 
B Side-of-surface determination via ray tracing
Ray tracing is a well known technique in the computer graphics community. In this paper, it was used to establish where a block is located with respect to one or more triangle mesh surfaces, rather than for rendering purpose. A ray emanating from a block (specifically, its centroid) is casted in some specified direction. 6 The idea is to count the number of intersections between this ray and the relevant surface. An even number of intersections (including 0) result when the block is located above (respectively, outside) an open (respectively, closed) surface, and an odd number of interesections is interpreted as below (respectively, inside) the surface. The tests are based on the Möller-Trumbore algorithm [25] which is explained below.
B.1 Intersection between a ray and a plane
A ray extending from p 0 to p 1 intersects with a plane π(v A , n) that passes through
A picture of this is shown in Fig. 23 • When the denominator in (1) is zero, the ray is parallel to the triangle's plane. If the numerator is also zero, the ray intersects with the face of the triangle along a line. Otherwise, there is no intersection.
B.2 Intersection between a ray and a triangle
When λ ∈ [0, 1], the ray intersects with the triangle at p intersect = v A + su + tv if the barycentric coordinates s and t (see Fig. 23 ) satisfy s ≥ 0, t ≥ 0 and s + t ≤ 1 where
This involves only five distinct inner products, and the quantities (u · u, v · v and u · v) may be precomputed as they are independent of p intersect ∈ R 3 , unlike w which is a function of the block centroid and ray direction.
B.3 Practicalities
Degenerate conditions must be handled to obtain proper results. First, when a ray intersects a surface at a common edge or vertex shared by multiple triangles, one needs to be careful that over-counting does not occur. In our implementation, a unique set of intersecting points is maintained for each ray to ensure the same intersecting point is not repeated. Second, when the denominator and numerator in (1) are both zero, λ is undefined, as the ray lies on the face of a triangle. This can be overcome by changing the direction slightly for the casted ray. Finally, triangles that collapse to a line segment or a single point need to be removed from the test surface since ∆ → ∞ when either edge vector u = 0 or v = 0 in (2).
C Demonstration on the Stanford Bunny
The block merging technique described in Algorithm 2 is applicable to more complex surfaces outside the geoscience domain. As illustration, refer to Fig. 17 in the main article where the results with and without sub-blocks consolidation are compared for a block model cut by the terracotta bunny triangular mesh surface obtained using multiple range scanners at the Stanford Computer Graphics Laboratory [27] . With block merging, a more efficient block representation (3D segmentation) of the object is obtained.
D Extended discussion about using block merging to reduce fragmentation
The adjustments foreshadowed in Section 5 improve both the robustness and accuracy of the block model spatial restructuring system which utilises at least one surface. This section considers how the block consolidation component can be extended to serve the needs of a block merging application where the key objective is to coalesce blocks in a fragmented block model without any input surface. This extension builds upon the ideas described in Section 2.3. The Leung characteristics and constraints of the problem will be described next. Henceforth, the established framework for block model spatial restructuring using surfaces from Section 5 and new block merge application will be abbreviated as SRUS and BM, respectively.
D.1 Problem description
In block model spatial restructuring using surfaces (SRUS), merging follows block-surface intersection detection and block decomposition, so we know precisely which input block (parent) a sub-block (cell) comes from. These input blocks may have different dimensions, particularly if the pipeline is repeated when individual surfaces are processed in cascade (see example in Section 4.1 where the output from the first iteration becomes the input in the second iteration). For the application envisaged in surface-free block merge (BM), the input contains only the labels, locations and dimensions of sub-blocks which are integer multiples of the minimum block size. Whilst the parent block and origin continues to provide a uniform grid structure that covers the 3D space, these parent-blocks have constant dimensions and only exist on a conceptual level for the purpose of grouping together the sub-blocks. Furthermore, ray-casting needs not be performed to determine which side of a surface a block is located, since the input provides domain labels for each block. The goal of BM is to consolidate the input blocks into larger rectangular prisms to minimise fragmentation.
D.2 Constraints
Before describing the constraints, it is instructive to first explain the spatial hierarchy and understand the assumptions. Fig. 24 illustrates the relationship between parent block, cells and input blocks (sub-blocks) of intermediate scale.
Conceptually, the whole 3D space is spanned by parent blocks which represent uniform, non-overlapping tiles positioned with respect to the anchor point, block origin. Each parent block may be identified by an index p = (p x , p y , p z ) obtained via uniform quantisation given the origin o = (o x , o y , o z ) and parent block size, (P x , P y , P z ). Each parent has internal structure -each is divided by the minimum block size into (n x × n y × n z ) cells in the same manner. A cell is the smallest spatial unit. The cell "walls" dictate what type of merges are possible within a parent block. All input blocks and merged blocks must adhere to this structure, i.e., each consisting of one or more whole cells. The assumptions are: 1) all input sub-blocks have dimensions which are integer-multiples of the minimum block; 2) all blocks must be rectangular prisms; 3) no sub-block straddles the boundary of any parent block; 4) edges of input and merged blocks must align perfectly with the internal grid lines of the parent block to which they belong; 5) only sub-blocks from the same class and parent may be merged.
D.3 Broad strategy
Beside some changes to the cell-expansion feasibility test, the block consolidation strategy based on coordinate-ascent merging is almost directly applicable to this problem. At a high level, the strategy comprises the following steps.
1. Establish an input sub-block to parent block mapping.
Divide and conquer (compartmental processing)
• Each problem instance is restricted to a set of input blocks associated with (indexed by) a parent block. This is highly amendable to parallel processing.
3. Within each parent block, process each category (collection of input blocks with the same class label) in turn.
• The position / extent of sub-blocks undergoing consolidation are maintained by a 3D cell occupancy map and stateful objects.
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• Feasibility of cell expansion is governed by specific rules which depend on the merging convention. However, the general goal remains the same, it still cycles through the x, y and z-coordinate one-by-one to consider if incremental expansion is possible.
D.4 Feasibility of cell expansion
For a parent block with cell dimensions (K x , K y , K z ), a 3D cell occupancy map θ with identical dimensions is used to manage merging states. To initialise this object, the cells occupied by each input block with the same label are set to 1 (active). A default value of 0 is set for the remaining (inactive) cells to signify a different domain classification. To advance this discussion, it is helpful to define a pooling function,
which counts the number of cells with label value v over a support interval that extends from n = (n x , n y , n z ) ∈ Z 3 (the minimum cell coordinates) to n + k − 1 = (n x + k x − 1, n y + k y − 1, n z + k z − 1) (the maximum cell coordinates) where k represents the provisional size of a block undergoing expansion. At any point during the coordinate-ascent algorithm, an incremental expansion δ ∈ Z 3 -typically δ ∈ {(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)} -is feasible if ζ 1 (n, k + δ) = (k x + δ x ) · (k y + δ y ) · (k z + δ z ) for a block with current cell dimensions k.
Using this definition, the coordinate-ascent merging procedure from Section 2.3 as used in the SRUS (spatial restructuring using surfaces) framework is formally described in Algorithm 1 on page 29.
D.5 Modifications
There are two key differences in the BlockMerge (BM) case. First, the boolean occupancy map θ ∈ {0, 1} Kx×Ky×Kz now holds sub-block indices and becomes multi-valued, viz., θ ∈ Z Kx×Ky×Kz . Second, when a block expansion step is feasible in one of the coordinate directions, the increment takes on the dimension of the block (or blocks) along the axis of expansion; this being typically larger than 1. Merging states are managed using an ordered 7 list of structure similar to M in Algorithm 1, where each structure initially contains the minimum vertex of an input block v (b) min , its cell dimensions s = (s x , s y , s z ) ∈ Z 3 which can grow, the block label λ (b) and a boolean flag, subsumed, which is set to false. The idea is to revise s, the block dimensions expressed in terms of cells, as a block grows; blocks which have been swallowed are invalidated by setting subsumed to true and will be ignored in subsequent iterations. This effectively results in a shrinking set, the coalesced blocks are the surviving entries when the algorithm terminates. The algorithm continues as long as the cell count changes for any block between iterations. Details are given in Algorithm 2 on page 30.
D.6 Cell expansion feasibility test
For block merging, Algorithm 2 has essentially the same blueprint as Algorithm 1. The main difference is the acceptance criteria for each expansion step, see FeasibleCellExpansion in lines 20, 28 and 36 in Algorithm 2. This is explained with the aid of Fig. 25 . When block merging is attempted, the expansion step proposes an elongation of the current block along one of the axes of expansion. The volumetric difference, before and after the proposed expansion, is referred as the delta region. Fig. 25 further illustrates 5 situations where a merge with adjacent block(s) are infeasible. A proposed expansion step is feasible when two conditions are satisfied: 1) the dimension along the axis of expansion is the same for all adjoining blocks in the delta region; 2) the lateral dimensions of these adjoining blocks are compatible with the current block; in other words, their cross-sections must join perfectly. The computation inside FeasibleCellExpansion is described in Subroutine 2.
D.7 Merging conventions
In Algorithm 2, we have a block merging procedure that preserves the boundary of the input blocks, in the sense that it does not introduce new partitions (sub-divisions) that are not already present in a parent block. This is because when a sub-block is subsumed, it is swallowed whole by another block. This merging convention is referred as persistent Leung
Concept of Delta Region
Can the current block grow into (or beyond) the shaded region? A key property is that each input block is mapped uniquely to a single block in the merged model.
In contrast, Algorithm 1 implicitly erases sub-block boundaries before block consolidation begins. This merging convention is referred as dissolve sub-block boundaries, it generally achieves higher compaction because it makes no distinction between input blocks from the same class and parent block. Blocks are grown more freely and fewer merged blocks are produced since the size compatibility constraints between individual blocks no longer apply when they are treated as one. As mentioned before, this can be useful for healing a fractured block model. It can consolidate sub-blocks introduced by a false boundary from a previous surface update. Under the "dissolve sub-block boundary" convention, coordinate-ascent can start from a clean slate. Sub-blocks in a fragmented area may grow back to the largest possible extent even if individual sub-block dimensions or internal boundary alignments are otherwise incompatible. It does not suffer the negative consequences of block structure decomposition from previous iterations. Some of these differences are shown in Fig. 26 .
Fragmented Input Blocks
Dissolve sub-block boundaries Persistent block memory
Underlying Cell Structure minimise block aspect ratio Figure 26 : Example of differences under the 'persistent block memory' and 'dissolve sub-block boundaries' block merging conventions Leung be implemented by mapping the white cells from the south-east corner to north-west corner (see Fig. 28 (top) ), then applying the "standard" top-down, left-right scan. The two are equivalent. Fig. 28 (bottom) outlines the steps involved. a) (Forward permutation) For each input block labelled white in parent block p, populate the occupancy map by sampling cells according to the direction of each axis specified in the scan instruction. 9 b) (Perform merging in rotated frame) Apply coordinate-ascent merging algorithm to permuted data using the standard scan pattern. c) (Inverse permutation) Register the location of merged blocks in the original frame using Synthesizing all the ideas, Algorithm 3 (page 31) describes the final block merging strategy which supports different merging conventions, multiple scan patterns and block aspect ratio optimisation. To elaborate on the the multi-threading aspect of the code, interleaved parent blocks are processed by individual threads within a region of interest. This choice, see interleaved parent indices in line 3 of Algorithm 3, is motivated by load balancing consideration. The intention is to spread the computation load evenly amongst the threads by decoupling spatial correlation, to avoid situations where too few (or too many) of the blocks processed by a thread actually intersect a surface.
